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"This is one RTS where building a fleet of thousands of starships and colonizing planets is actually fun." Polygon "Astounding - Sword of the Stars: Complete Edition is a thoroughly enjoyable, vibrant, and vast RTS
that, despite the competition, makes a pretty damn good case to be the next real-time space battle king of the day and age." GameSpot References Category:2003 video games Category:Indie video games
Category:Linux games Category:MacOS games Category:Science fiction video games Category:Real-time strategy video games Category:Space simulation games Category:Video games developed in the United
States Category:Video games with expansion packs Category:Windows games Category:Star Control Category:Multiplayer and single-player video games Category:Science fiction video games set in the future
Category:Video games with expansion packsQ: How to force a Google Chrome Extension to run on a specific domain I'm attempting to write a Google Chrome extension that is only triggered on a specific domain. I
want to do this by going through the chrome.tabs API, but I'm having some trouble getting the pop-up to open at all. When I execute the following code, I get no errors and no pop-up.
chrome.tabs.onOpened.addListener(function(tab) { if (tab.url!= '') { chrome.tabs.create({ url: '', }, function(tab) { chrome.tabs.executeScript(tab.id, {code:'alert("Close, it was you.")'}); }); } }); I know the code
here works because when I execute it, it alerts 'Close, it was you.' on the current tab, and not in the pop-up. The following code is an example of the code that works with no real modification:
chrome.tabs.onOpened.addListener(function(tab) { if (tab.url!= '') {

Features Key:
Awesome hero Sethu, who can Super Avalanche the foes
New avatar system
Immensely in-detail hero skins
Weapon skins - from ordinary to mag-nificent
Threatmeters
Intense, dynamic animations
Extraordinary goals
Captain Crane
Adventure time

The gigantic pile is in the middle of the forest, and the capital city is on the outside. Sethu has been sent on a secret mission to the city. Sethu is not so bad.
 

Sethu got captured! Fortunately, Helix, a guru of Sethu, came to the rescue, and also found something special in the city. What is it? How can Sethu help with rescuing? If the story is interesting, please don't hesitate to play the game.

Availavle System and Game Version: 

 Game 28.09.2016 1.0 881,962 downloads 

 Game Version 28.09.2016 1.0 
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